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Whilst stagflation trepidation will continue dominate the EM complex,
salient features standout in 2022. Economic growth will slow and
rotate from LatAm and most of EM EMEA to EM Asia, inflation will
peak then moderate, rates will continue rising but led more by capital
flight (than inflation) and tightening global liquidity conditions will pose
downside risks for EM FX. The path of least resistance is to stay
cautious on EM.
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What could go right? With investors already pricing in weakness
through stagflation, markets are now more sensitive to positive
surprises across EMs – some catalysts include (i) positive COVID
developments; (ii) easing supply-chain strains; (iii) stronger growth in
China; and (iv) peaks in EM and DM inflation.
EM ASSESMENT: STAGFLATION AND INSTABILITY
Our macro conviction is one of caution for EMs in 2022. Nobody thought it would be
easy, but it is hard to imagine 2021 ending up so challenging for EMs, with stagflation
trepidation – portmanteau of slowing growth and elevated inflation – top of mind for
the best part of the year. This narrative is set to be repeated in 2022. EM
policymakers are endeavouring to make the right cyclical choices between stagflation
and instability – tightening too aggressively may stymie the delicate post-pandemic
recovery, whilst keeping policy loose in the face of rising global rates risks market
credibility, capital flight and financial turmoil. Not all EMs will be adept to balance this
predicament (see here).
EM growth in aggregate should moderate but still print above its pre-pandemic pace
in 2022, following a strong but incomplete rebound in 2021. However, growth will be
de-synchronised and rotate from those further along reopenings (LatAm and most of
EM EMEA – both decelerating towards trend growth) to those at earlier stages of
reopenings (EM Asia – set to lead in 2022). Meanwhile, EM inflation, which caused
much of the tightening cycle in 2021, will peak then moderate, with base effects from
EM REAL GDP GROWTH SET TO ROTATE FROM LATAM
AND MOST OF EM EMEA TO EM ASIA IN 2022

EM ACTIVITY HAS TRAILED THAT OF DM’S SINCE EARLY
2021, NARROWING THE GROWTH DIFFERENTIAL

GDP GROWTH IN 2021 (X AXIS) VS GDP GROWTH IN 2022 (Y AXIS), % Y/Y
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commodity prices turning deflationary, alongside easing supply-chain bottlenecks.
Finally, EM rates will continue to rise (broadening to EM Asia) but driven more by
fears about capital flight – given tightening global financial conditions – than inflation.
Challenges beleaguering EMs remain abound – an increasingly hawkish Federal
Reserve (Fed), a lower gear in China and a bleak EM growth outlook. With this, the
path of least resistance is to stay guarded on EM. More broadly, core EM risks in
2022 will be more external and less domestic, in our view. EMs are highly dependent
on foreign capital to fund investment and consumption. A faster-than-expected
tightening of global financial conditions (notably in the US) could trigger a sudden
stop to foreign inflows. This risk is significant, and raises prospects of an EM tantrum,
akin to 2013 (see here and here). Critically, the spillovers are more negative when
Fed tightening is driven by inflation rather than growth – which is the case this year.
Whilst stronger growth partially offsets fleeing capital with more trade (see here),
there’s no such offset if inflation is the driver of higher rates. Our modelling analysis
signals that a less supportive global liquidity backdrop – measured by the growth in
G4 central bank balance sheets – will weaken EM capital inflows with a 9-12 months
lag.

FUNDAMENTALS SIGNAL A CAUTIOUS EM OUTLOOK
The EM macro backdrop remains lacklustre – growth remains bumpy and inflation is
elevated. A more hawkish Fed and no discernible uplift in China’s growth prospects
leave EM without a credible anchor, signalling that the path of least resistance is to
stay cautious on EMs this year.

Economic activity
Economic growth
After a strong – but bumpy and incomplete – growth rebound in 2021 (6.4%), we
expect 2022 (4.9%) to feature further normalisation of activity and policy across EMs.
Those at earlier stages of reopening (many of EM Asia) should see relatively faster
growth and policy tightening in 2022 on the whole. Those furthest along (LatAm and
a majority of EM EMEA) are more likely to decelerate towards trend growth. While
2022 may not mark a complete end to the pandemic, we view it could be the last year
when virus-related restrictions are the main driver of economic fluctuations in EMs.
Although our forecasts imply a modest slowdown in EM economic growth in 2022,
EM MOBILITY RESTRICTIONS HAVE FOLLOWED
DIFFERENT PATHS WITH EM ASIA LAGGING EM PEERS

RAPIDLY RISING EM IMMUNITY IS SET TO REDUCE
HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF FUTURE COVID-19 WAVES

OXFORD UNIVERSITY STRINGENCY INDEX (0-100; 100 = FULL LOCKDOWN) SHARE OF POPULATION VACCINATED AGAINST COVID-19 (% TOTAL)
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we do not rule out an even sharper deceleration for three reasons: (i) the pandemic;
(ii) a tightening in global financial conditions; and (iii) reduced support from China.
What’s more a central feature surrounding the EM outlook is the narrowing growth
premium over DMs. Our expectations is for the EM-DM growth to narrow from an
estimated 0.5ppt in 2021 to only 0.1ppt in 2022 – marking the lowest differential since
1999. For 2023, we expect the differential to widen, albeit remain thin at 0.7ppt –
below the 1.0ppt average of 2015-19.
COVID-19
Even before Omicron struck, the number of COVID-19 cases was rising across EMs.
This has exacerbated already strict mobility restrictions that are in place, resulting in
a decline in spending, which in-turn could slowdown economic activity. On net, even
after two years, COVID-19 remains a major risk to the global economic outlook while
EMs are still underperforming developed markets (DM) on rolling out vaccines.
A lower gear in China
Unlike during previous cycles, the growth support from China is likely to be more
limited this time around. EM economic activity has become a bit less sensitive to
Chinese growth throughout the pandemic, which largely reflects the divergence in
growth cycles, in our view. China’s growth transformation drivers – from infrastructure
and property investments towards manufacturing and green investments – in parallel
to the expected gradual recovery, will lead to lower growth performances for some
EM economies (especially within neighbouring EM Asia).
Higher debt management
With DM central banks on track to hike policy rates, high and rising government debt
is a key source of concern for EMs with large external financial requirements. Since
the onset of the pandemic, EM government debt has risen by 54.0% of GDP to
63.4% of GDP in 2021, and is set to rise ever further to 64.8% of GDP this year.
Although this sharp rise in government borrowing has mitigated some of worst
impacts of the pandemic, government budget deficits are expected to remain well
above pre-virus levels over the medium term. At the same time, heightened social
pressures and looming elections (including in Brazil, Colombia, Hungary, Kenya and
the Philippines) limit prospects for implementing revenue-increasing structural
reforms. On net, EM sovereigns are entering the current bout of tightening in global
liquidity conditions with much higher debt levels, accentuating their susceptibility to
changes in global risk appetite. Against this backdrop, credible policy frameworks
can be a significant buffer, particularly for sovereign issuers seeking to tap ESG debt
markets.
BEYOND COVID-19, TIGHTENING GLOBAL LIQUIDITY AND
HIGHER COMMODITIES ARE EM GROWTH HEADWINDS

MARKED DIVERGENCE IN EM INFLAITON BUT ALL BAR
EM ASIA WILL LIKELY PEAK IN H1 2022 THEN MODERATE
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Tightening global financial conditions
Pace of growth in global liquidity is significantly ebbing
The pace of growth in global liquidity has already come down quite significantly over
the past year, and the current outlook for DM monetary policy suggests that this trend
is likely to continue in 2022 as the drum beat of tightening by DM central banks is
getting louder. The US Fed accelerated its tapering pace at its FOMC meeting in
December, announcing that it would conclude asset purchases by mid-March 2022.
Moreover, the FOMC revised its dot-plot projections for rate hikes as the near-term
focus has shifted to controlling inflation. In the latest December meeting minutes,
there was even mention of quantitative tightening (QT), i.e. reduction of its balance
sheet. As a result of these changes, our US rates strategist is calling for three 25bp
hikes in the federal funds rate to 0.875% over 2022. Market expectations point to
currently 5.7 Fed hikes this year, which has seen a corresponding rise in both the
short and long end of the US curve.
Beyond the Fed, the Bank of England (BoE) and European Central Bank (ECB) have
also turned hawkish on monetary policy – the former hiking policy rates by 25bp to
0.50% (and announcing the start of QT) on 3 February, and the latter delivering a
prudent message during its latest meeting on the same day that signalled openness
to a 2022 hike against the backdrop of upside inflation risks.
Strong lagged correlation between global liquidity growth and EM fund flows
Given the strong lagged correlation between the pace of growth in global liquidity and
fund flows into EM (two to three quarters lag), we are likely to see relatively muted
inflows into EM funds in 2022. As a matter of fact, there has already been a visible
moderation in fund flows as the 52-week rolling flows into EM funds has rolled over
quite considerably over the past few months. This is likely to continue in the near
term although seasonal factors should support inflows in the earlier part of the year.
EMs comprise greater absorption capacity
Encouragingly, EMs do comprise a greater absorption capacity to navigate current
tighter global financial conditions this time around given healthy external positions
and EM’s higher cyclical sensitivity to rising commodity prices, though there is
considerable dispersion across countries. EM commodity exporters such as Russia,
South Africa and the GCC region are best placed whilst heavy energy-intensive
importers in EM Asia are bracing for a larger impact on their trade positons.
However, the spillovers into EM are more negative on aggregate when Fed
tightening is driven by inflation rather than growth (which is currently the case).
EM INFLATION IS AT 20 YEAR HIGHS, PUSHING REAL
RATES INTO DEEP NEGATIVE TERRITORY

INFLATION IS RUNNING RED HOT, WITH CPI ABOVE
CENTRAL BANK TARGETS IN 18 OUT OF 19 MAJOR EM’S

EM WEIGHTED AVERAGE RATES (%) VS INFLATION – EM CPI (% Y/Y)
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Inflation
EM CPI remains at multi-decade highs and yet to peak
Inflation data across the EM complex continues to rise, surprise to the upside and
hitting multi-decade highs. Inflation rates have been driven sharply higher in 2021 by
a combination of higher commodity prices (food and energy), base effects and reopening effects (i.e., one-off price increases in the sectors that have been most
affected by lockdowns).
In contrast to EM EMEA and LatAm, CPI inflation in EM Asia is still largely in line with
central bank objectives, reflecting a lower starting point and more favourable trends
in food inflation, and thus far no significant acceleration in core inflation – a key
uncertainty is to what extent subdued inflation is related to later reopenings or factors
such as more limited demand stimulus, less supply-side damage in place (like
China), better-anchored inflation expectations, and/or more stable FX (each of these
factors play a role, so we do anticipate higher inflation in most EM Asia economies as
they reopen).
Looking ahead, the EM inflation outlook remains uncertain as the factors that are
leading to higher consumer prices are predominantly related to the supply-side rather
than robust demand. Our models have EM inflation, on aggregate, peaking then
moderating in 2022 with base effects from commodity prices will turn deflationary and
supply-chain bottlenecks will ease – in 2023, we expect inflation to fall in EM EMEA
and LatAm as large one-off reopening effects fade and fall out of the annual
comparison.
Examining second and third round inflationary effects
Although the direct impact of some of inflationary supply-side problems can be
quantified, it is challenging to pin down the second and third round effects as a lot of
different factors also feature into the inflation equation. Having said that, it is fairly
clear that second-round effects are particularly important as they demonstrate the
spill over effects to other components of inflation and strength the degree of
stickiness in EM inflation (see here). For example, higher energy prices can keep
fertiliser and ethanol prices – a both of which increase the demand for agricultural
products, such as corn, sugarcane and rapeseed – higher. This, in turn, can push
food prices higher and ultimately keep headline inflation rates higher for longer. Food
prices are already at elevated levels for some large EM economies, and the risks are
for even higher prices from these second-round effects.
Furthermore, an additional second-round effect by which higher energy costs are
feeding through to inflation is in electricity prices. From a corporate perspective,
POLICY NORMALISATION HAS TAKEN FIRM HOLD
ACROSS EM’S WITH LATAM AND EM EMEA LEADING

IN REAL TERMS, THE ROOM FOR MANOEUVRE IS
LIMITED WITH NO REAL RATE BUFFER IN MOST EM’S

CHANGE IN EM INTEREST RATES BY TIME PERIOD (BASIS POINTS)
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higher electricity prices are one of the avenues, alongside other energy-related
inputs, through which the strong association between energy costs and input prices
are apparent. Where producers comprise pricing power, this results in higher output
prices for non-energy goods and therefore spills over into inflation.
Finally, we are witnessing early signs of third-round effects coming through. With
higher energy, food and electricity prices, the increased cost of living is putting
upward pressure on wages. All of these present a risk to the inflation outlook as
inflation could stay sticky – if not move even higher.

WHAT COULD GO RIGHT ACROSS THE EM COMPLEX IN 2022?
Whilst our conviction is one of caution for EMs in 2022, with markets pricing in a
Stagflationary backdrop with significant rate hikes still expected. Investors have
markedly reduced local debt positions since the start of the pandemic. Cash holdings
of institutional investors have gone just one way – higher. Given such a favourable
technical picture, there is the narrative that some of these fundamental pressures
could ease.
While caution still appears warranted for now across the EM complex, an alternative
scenario is possible as the year progresses, especially when there is more clarity on
both US monetary policy and China’s growth trajectory. We advocate being selective
for the time being but believe markets will be a lot more susceptible to positive
surprises given how long the downbeat mood and EM disappointment have been a
factor. Some potential catalysts include positive developments regarding (i) the path
of the pandemic; (ii) easing supply-chain strains; (iii) stronger growth in China; and
(iv) peaks in EM and DM inflation.
Our central reservation surrounds the inflation outlook across the EM complex, given
continued cost-side pressures, which take a long time to filter through even if some of
the shocks causing them were to lessen. We also see the risk of an aggressive Fed
triggering a large concentration of capital flight. However, given already significant
and in certain cases front-loaded rate hikes across EM, real rates will at some point
turn more attractive if inflation follows the script. With our expectation that aggregate
EM peak inflation occurs in H1 2022, investors may have good motivations to buy
bonds in this environment, the challenge is that even if real EM interest rates go up,
the EM-DM interest rate differential is likely to be going down because of Fed
tightening.
DM CENTRAL BANKS TAPERING OF ASSET PURCHASES
IS BEGINNING TO COLLAPSE EM CAPITAL INFLOWS

GLOBAL FINANCIAL CONDITIONS ARE TIGHTENING
WHICH IS A CORE EM RISK (CAPITAL FLIGHT) IN 2022

GROWTH IN BANK OF ENGLAND, BANK OF JAPAN, ECB AND US FEDERAL
RESERVE BALANCE SHEETS (% Y/Y) VS EM FUND FLOWS (USD BN)
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US Fixed Income: Peak Fed fear driving US bonds
Macro Review: We cannot seem to shake this stagflation-lite
environment. Jobs growth was solid in January but the data also saw
changes via benchmark revisions which left lingering questions.
Meanwhile headline CPI set a new high year-over-year high of 7.5%.
Fed Policy: With money markets pricing in more than what we expect
(+6 hikes) to be delivered this year (we are at 3 hikes) all of the focus
is on the size of the first hike (+25 or +50bps) and more importantly,
for us at least, when and how will the Fed shrink its balance-sheet.
Rates Views: With the 10-year now having regained 2% and the 2year Treasury north of 1.5% we believe a lot of the upcoming Fed
cycle is priced-in. Later in the year we see scope for 10s to climb a bit
further, but the higher they go eventually this will hit risk assets and
that will result in a negative feedback loop and flows back into bonds.
Credit Views: US credit has been in the crosshairs of higher rates and
weaker risk markets, otherwise known as the classic manifestation of
tighter financial conditions impacting the cost of corporate capital. The
moves in the grand scheme of things are still minor versus history.
We view the underlying credit fundamentals as remaining robust but
still see scope for further widening until rates can stabilize ahead.
RATES CONTINUE TO MARCH HIGHER INTO A FIRST FED HIKE
The rates markets cannot seem to catch a break as a combination of higher inflation
outcomes and hawkish Fed commentary (and confusion on how the hiking cycle will
start) is leading to the path of least resistance being higher overall rates. We cannot
deny that during this repricing it will be challenging to call when enough is priced-in.
The one thing we think most can agree with a lot is already priced-in to the curve.
We continue to focus on core inflation more so than the headline. However, with core
CPI now running at 6% annually, there is no comfort in that either. That said when
you look at core readings its core goods (Chart 1) that are still a main driver of the
overall rise in inflation. The tricky part is that we have not seen the large increase in
home prices/rental prices yet. So even if core goods start to come down as supply
chains eventually get fixed, overall inflation will remain sticky into the second quarter.

CHART 1: FOCUS ON CORE AND GOODS INFLATION

CHART 2: FOCUS ON TERMINAL RATE AND CURVE FLIP

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

Source: Bloomberg {DOTS <GO>}
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US Rates – Front-end: As seen in chart 2 the Fed Funds future strip is now
expecting the bulk of the Fed tightening occur in 2022. We are not against this view
per se as we also expect the Fed to front-load most of its hikes. Our view is a bit
more nuanced in that we expect the Fed to eventually take a “wait and see” approach
nd
and pause in the 2 half once the balance-sheet is shrinking and inflation eventually
declines due to anticipation of an inventory glut ahead and slower economy overall.
US Rates – Long-end: The breaching of the 2% level on the 10yr was symbolic and
opens up the scope for another run a bit higher towards 2.125-2.25% sometime in
Q2. However we believe a move beyond that will be hard to sustain given how the
US economy, and increasingly the US government finances, is levered to low rates.
Our long-term momentum price-based regression channel studies suggest a
nd
continued move beyond 2% for 10s as challenging given that would fall out of the 2
deviation bands that have held rates in a lower for longer channel since the 1980s.

US CREDIT IN THE CROSS HAIRS OF TIGHTER FED POLICY
Investment Grade - IG Spreads: So far it’s been a rough start to the year for risk
th
markets, as of February 11 , the S&P 500 was down -7.2% for the year and IG
Credit excess return to Treasuries was -1.37%, giving back all of 2021’s gains in just
the first 6 weeks of the year (see Chart 3 & 4). IG excess return of -1.37% is the
lowest since -1.76% in Feb. 2020, the very beginning of the pandemic (see Chart 5).
Likewise, IG spreads are at 108 bps, the highest since late November 2020, just
before the vaccine rollout began. IG spreads have widened an average of 15 bps
YTD, but to give an example of how volatile the market has been some 30-year BBB
bonds have widened a surprising 25 bps or more since the beginning of the year.
CHART 3: ‘21 VS 2022-YTD IG SECTOR EXCESS RETURNS CHART 4: ‘21 VS 2022-YTD IG SECTOR SPREAD CHG

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

The factors impacting US IG credit performance thus far are wide ranging including:
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A major move in UST yields, with the 10-year yield rising over 50bps to over 2%,
the highest since July 2019, six months before the COVID pandemic started.



The Fed turning more hawkish at its January 26 meeting, in which Fed Chair
Powell indicated the likely start of rate hikes would be in March and now markets
are pricing in a chance of a 50bps hike after a higher than expected CPI report.



Fixed income investors appear to be generally cautious so far in 2022, preferring
to wait for rates to stabilize and for the new issuance calendar to slow down.



Investors bracing for higher supply on heavy primary new issuance volume, with
$142bn issued in January, although that has since slowed to a snail’s pace so
far in February. Estimates for the full year are between $1.2 to $1.4 trillion.



Fund flows into fixed rate credit have also had a weaker start to the year, with
$6.0bn net inflows YTD, compared to $35.4bn for the same period last year.

Our Near term Outlook for IG Credit
Given the IG market’s adverse reaction to the above factors and uncertainty around a
potential 50 bps rate hike in March, we are taking a more cautious view on IG credit
for the time being. We believe that IG spreads are more biased to widening, with the
possibility of the aggregate IG index widening by another 5–10 bps in the near term.
Market participants appear very cautious and continue to wait until rates stabilize, but
we are seeing some investors add to risk opportunistically, but generally keeping to
the shorter-end of 2-10 year tenors and higher quality (A rating). And investors
looking to add to long positions prefer discounted bonds below par with higher yields.
Once rates and credit markets stabilize, we believe there are reasons to be
constructive on the IG credit market, including the following factors:


Healthy corporate balance sheets with near record cash of $1.8 trillion total.



Low leverage of 3.2x which is close to the 3-year and 10-year averages.



Near record low default rates



Solid corporate earnings: of the S&P500 firms that have reported fourth
quarter earnings, 76% have beat estimates, and many raised guidance.
As Treasury yields rise, especially the 10-year now above 2%, we should
start to see yield-focused investors dipping their toes into the market.



IG New Issuance Update
Regarding new issuance, the calendar has begun to restart after being nearly shut
for over 2 weeks. Estimates for February are about $100bn, still healthy but down
from January’s $142bn. Market consensus for the year still seems to be in the range
of $1.2 to $1.4 trillion, split out by the following: 1) Refinancing = $680bn; 2) M&A =
$180bn; 3) Other = $500bn. Regarding YTD new issuance, referring to this table
below, compared to last year, it appears issuers are having to pay slightly higher
concessions and investors are less aggressive, given the lower books times covered.

YTD New Issuance
Issuance New Issue Books
($ bn) Concession Times Cvd
2022 $174.2
5 bps
2.4
2021 $187.2
2 bps
3
CHART 5: IG TOTAL VS EXCESS RETURNS MONTHLY –
2019 - PRESENT

CHART 6: IG CREDIT AND EQUITY RETURNS BY SECTOR
– YTD FEB. 2022:

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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IG Relative Value - Sectors that appear Cheap:
As per Chart 7, the following sectors seem to be slightly cheap and of interest:
Utilities: the sector is 12 bps wide vs the Total IG Index, while the 5-year average
difference is 1 bp tighter. The fundamental outlook for utilities remains sanguine.
Utilities have embraced de-carbonization, providing a robust pipeline of investment
opportunities in the regulated rate base. With funding requirements similar to last
year, the new issuance calendar post earnings (late February, early March) should
provide opportunity.
Technology: the sector is 10 bps tighter vs the Total index while the 5 year average
is 21 bps tighter. Despite some wild equity moves by some larger, well known tech
names earnings have been solid despite supply chain concerns and outlooks are
generally positive. Demand for IT products and services - from semis to enterprise IT
and cloud to PCs and hardware – is expected to remain elevated due to long-term
secular trends in cloud, 5G, enterprise, automotive, and industrial end markets.
IG Relative Value - Sectors that appear Tight:
Energy: the sector is 20 bps wide vs the Total IG Index, while the 5-year average
difference is 38 bps wider. While relatively high oil and natural gas prices may justify
a tighter trading range, we would point out that with balance sheets already in order,
excess cash flow will increasingly be directed to shareholders.
Consumer Cyclical: the sector is 15 bps tighter vs the Total IG Index, while the 5year average difference is 6 bps tighter. Part of the reason for this could be that the
biggest national retail companies are included in this index and are performing well
so far this year, which could be skewing the index tighter. However, we are taking a
more cautious view on the sector, after several large consumer goods and food and
beverage companies have reported 4Q21 earnings that show markedly lower
margins due to higher than expected inflation and one company saying it will take
two years to return to the profitability level of 2021 due to commodity costs that are
rising more than 20% across the consumer goods industry.
CHART 7 – IG SPREADS, RETURNS, AND EQUITY RETURNS

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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High Yield - HY Spreads: Weakness in high yield bonds continued in February with
YTD returns down -4.03% following -2.73% returns in January. Excess returns of 2.07%, now underperforming IG but ahead of equities at -7.2% on the S&P 500.
YTD widening on the index OAS reached 84 basis points with yields at 5.76%. CCCs
are outperforming YTD with OAS spread change of +49 compared to +104 for single
B and +70 for BB. Yields on the High Yield index are at multi-month highs of 5.76%.
The factors impacting US HY credit performance thus far are wide ranging including:


Rate volatility with the 10-year yield rising over 50bps YTD above 2%



Unwind of decade long policy of coordinated global central bank easing



CPI data showing inflation running at a 40-year high of 7.5%



Uncertainty around a higher probability of a +50bp hike in March



Increasing risk scenario of persistent inflation hitting profit margins



Fund outflows as the high yield market reprices and investors are seeking
alternatives such as floating rate product exposure

Our Near term Outlook for HY Credit
Despite the move lower in risk assets, high yield was holding up better until the CPI
and geopolitical headlines hit mid-February. Compared to IG and mortgages and we
are expecting an even lower low. While the upside for high yield bonds has improved,
continued volatility in rates and uncertainty regarding inflation will drive spreads wider
for now. High yield will continue to weaken as seen by the +84 spread widening of
the HY OAS to +366. Refinitiv Lipper also reported the fifth consecutive week of
outflows for high yield funds at -$1.96b after they saw outflows of -$4.04b last week.
HY New Issuance Update
YTD issuance of $32.2bn continues to be light following January’s $23.4bn. We are
witnessing high demand in the leverage loan market resulting in new issue deals
increasing the leverage loan tranche and decreasing the unsecured bond tranche.
CHART 8 – HY SPREADS, RETURNS, AND EQUITY RETURNS

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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FX
The US dollar on a DXY basis had advanced since the January
Global Markets Monthly but has underperformed relative to the scale
of move in short-term spreads with aggressive pricing of Fed
tightening failing to lift the dollar as expected. The 2yr UST bond yield
has jumped over 50bps over the last month. We would argue that
short-term yield moves have lost some of their influence given the
fears of overkill to bring inflation back under control. The 2s10s UST
bond yield spread has declined sharply. 10yr spreads across G10
have moved considerably less. Positioning data also shows
Leveraged Funds in FX are already very well positioned for the Fed
tightening cycle ahead. Market participants may be reluctant to build
these positions further given the tendency for the dollar to weaken
once Fed tightening starts. We still think the dollar should remain well
supported for now but the relatively poor performance in our view is
consistent with our view of USD depreciation later in the year.
BASE CASE EXPECTATIONS, JPY, EUR & CNY
USD/JPY – BULLISH BIAS


MUFG Bank, Ltd.
A member of MUFG, a global financial group

Range: 113.00-118.00

We published a bullish bias last month and this materialised with equity market
volatility in January subsiding although VIX has picked up again reflecting the risk
aversion related to fears of conflict between Russia and Ukraine. What was notable
though was that the pick-up in risk aversion at the end of last week due to the fear of
conflict did not result in any notable decline in USD/JPY. The scale of increase in
short-term US yields of late is clearly providing support. Certainly the risk to
maintaining our bullish bias is a more severe escalation into an actual conflict which
would certainly result in JPY outperformance but we maintain our view of about a 6065% probability of diplomacy continuing without a move into actual conflict. We have
nudged our range higher by one big figure.
With the USD/JPY spot rate close to realising new closing highs (currently 116.16 on
th
4 Jan) the risks are certainly more skewed to the upside. Yen selling could be
further reinforced on a break of 117.00 which we believe is an important long-term
resistance point technically. As stated here before, yield spreads cannot be relied
upon over the timeframe of the impending Fed tightening cycle – that correlation
eventually breaks down. But there appears scope for that influence to play a role,
th
th
perhaps into the first rate increase by the Fed on 16 March. The BoJ on 11
February decided to reassert its monetary stance by pre-announcing a fixed-rate
th
unlimited JGB purchase plan to be undertaken on 14 February. The announcement
impact helped push yields lower along with increased risk aversion related to Russia
which meant the market offered nothing to the BoJ by the time of the auction.
But the message was clear and after weeks of speculation that the BoJ was
considering ending its Yield Curve Control policy by allowing yields to rise, the BoJ
announcement helped reinforce the prospect of a stark divergence in monetary policy
th
continuing indefinitely. Indeed, Governor Kuroda stated on 11 February that there
would be no shift to a more hawkish policy stance by the BoJ through the remainder
of Kuroda’s time as Governor – April 2023.
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We have adjusted our crude oil price forecasts higher and if the current positive
momentum higher in prices was to continue it would add to the negative influences
for the yen. The deterioration in the trade balance and the potential to lift inflation
expectations and hence lower real yields tend to undermine the yen. However, if the
crude oil price jump was purely Russia-Ukraine related, the risk-off influence could
prove the more important.
In our view, we are in the final period of the move higher in USD/JPY. Yield spreads
will lose their influence given how much is now priced into the US curve while the
overall withdrawal of monetary accommodation will result in more challenging
financial market conditions that will likely benefit the yen. Our PPP estimates point to
USD/JPY overvaluation approaching 20%.

6MTH BEFORE/AFTER 1

ST

FED RATE INCREASE IN PAST THREE CYCLES

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond, MUFG GMR

EUR/USD – NEUTRAL BIAS


Range: 1.1050-1.1650

EUR/USD has continued its more volatile start to the year over the past month. After
th
putting in place an intra-day low of 1.1121 on 28 January, the pair briefly rebounded
th
and hit an intra-day high of 1.1495 on 10 February. The main bullish development
over the past month for the EUR has been the ECB’s hawkish policy pivot. At their
last policy meeting, the ECB surprisingly opened the door to rate hikes later this year.
It has encouraged European rate market participants to price in a 0.25 point hike by
September and a further 0.25 point hike in December. It would be the first rate hike
from the ECB since all the way back in 2011. Higher yields in Europe should help
provide more support for the EUR and could prove to be an important game changer
for future performance. Short EUR positions in recent years have been built up on
the anticipation that ECB policy will remain loose which will be more seriously
challenged going forward. Low yields in Europe prompted record portfolio outflows
into foreign debt by European investors over the past year. A reversal of those flows
could help to lift the EUR more than expected.
Before the ECB can start to raise rates, we expect the ECB to announce plans to
th
speed up QE tapering at their next meeting on 10 March. Another notable upward
revision to the staff inflation forecasts should provide justification to put in place plans
to end QE in Q3. It would create flexibility to begin raising rates later this year,
possible in December. The ECB’s hawkish pivot has already helped to prevent the
USD from strengthening further on the back of more aggressive Fed rate hike
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expectations. The Fed is expected to raise rates by over 150bps by the end of this
year with a larger 0.50 point hike now seen as the most likely outcome from the
th
upcoming FOMC meeting on 16 March. Without the ECB’s hawkish policy pivot,
EUR/USD would likely be trading closer to the 1.1000-level.
The other main development over the past month for the EUR has been the ongoing
threat of Russia invading the Ukraine. We now appear to be moving closer to a
crunch point. Recent reports have suggested that President Putin is close to giving
orders to invade the Ukraine after diplomatic talks with the West have failed to meet
Russia’s key security demands required to de-escalate geopolitical tensions. In
recent days the EUR has weakened as invasion fears have intensified which reflects
our view that it would initially be seen as more of a negative shock for Europe’s
economy than the US as Europe is more reliant on energy supplies from Russia.
However if the higher geopolitical risk premium means that the price of oil/energy
remains at higher levels for longer, it could increase pressure on the ECB to speed
up rate hikes later this year. At that point, the developments may eventually start to
turn more supportive for the EUR further down the line.

ECB’S HAWKISH POLICY PIVOT OFFERS MORE SUPPORT FOR EUR

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR

USD/CNY – BULLISH BIAS
Range: 6.3500–6.4000
The growth rate of aggregate financing stock improved from December’s 10.3%yoy
to 10.5%yoy in January. The new increase in aggregate financing totalled RMB6.17
trillion, up sharply from RMB2.37 trillion in December. To minimize the influence of
the seasonal factors, such as banks unleash lending at the beginning of the year and
etc., in understanding properly the financing data, we compare this January numbers
with numbers in last January in 2021. We found that, both bank lending and
government bond financing contributed to this growth rate acceleration strongly. In
fact, the additional RMB982 billion in the new increase of aggregate financing this
January was mostly powered by both stronger loan (+RMB381.8 billion, compared
with the level in January 2021) and government bond financing (+RMB358.9 billion).
The stronger than expected seasonal bank credit and government bond issuance
suggested that government and financial institutions were front-loading credit
expansion to stabilize slowing economic growth already.
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The growth rate of M2 also improved by 0.8ppts to 9.8%yoy in January, but M1
growth dropped sharply by 5.4ppts to -1.9%yoy, the lowest M1 growth since 2000.
This negative M1 growth reflected the tight cash flows conditions of companies.
Although the overall bank loan appeared strong, but the details of loan data were
less positive and indicated weak demands for credit by both households for
consumption (and home purchase) and corporates for investment or business
expansion. In January, the new increase in household loan weakened significantly
relative to last January value, specifically, the new increases of short-term and
medium- & long-term households loans were RMB227.2 billion and RMB202.4 billion
lower than last year’s January numbers respectively. Also, for corporate loan,
although this January’s new increase value was RMB810 billion higher than the value
of January 2021, but this RMB810 billion increase was mainly due to short-term loan
and bill financing, rather than corporates’ demand for medium- & long-term loan.
The weak demand for credit by households and corporates was consistent with the
weak performance in property sector, and weak performance of the overall economy
in January. According to the Caixin, the sales of the top 100 real estate companies
had experienced a year-on-year decline of 39.6% and a month-on-month decline of
46.3% in January. The operation of the real estate company became even more
challenging, with the weak property sales.
Last Friday, PBOC released the "Report on the Implementation of China’s Monetary
Policy for the Fourth Quarter of 2021" (the Q4 report). The Q4 report reiterated that
China’s economic growth is facing “triple pressures”, namely shrinking demand,
supply shocks and weakening expectations amid a complicated external environment
with high uncertainty. The PBOC stated that the focus of next phase is to “increase
the intensity of cross-cyclical adjustment” and “to make monetary policy actions
ample, targeted and front-loaded”. While keeping the existing stance of “maintaining
reasonably sufficient liquidity and enhance the stability of the overall credit growth”,
the Q4 report emphasized “to guide financial institutions to expand lending”.
Additionally, PBOC said to “lower financing cost for enterprises” instead of just
“decrease financing costs for micro and small enterprises” in the previous Q3 report.
Clearly, the Q4 report indicated a loosening bias of PBOC’s monetary policy, but the
degree of easing is still likely to be moderate, as PBOC reiterated in the report that
PBOC will still adhere to the principle of not using property sector as a means to
stimulate near term economic performance.
Looking ahead, we think that PBOC will continue to maintain its independent
monetary policy stance despite the monetary tightening process of Federal Reserve.
We see a higher possibility of 10bp cut on main policy rates and RRR cuts by PBOC.

M1 GROWTH DROPPED SHARPLY IN JANUARY

Source: CEIC, MUFG GMR
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KEY RISK FACTORS IN THE MONTHS AHEAD
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The more elevated risks associated to possible conflict between Russia and
Ukraine is the primary risk to USD/JPY advancing further higher from here. The
newsflow is fluid and changes rapidly but at the time of writing the pullback of
Russian troops from Ukrainian border areas is a positive development. Higher
yields more generally globally that cause asset price corrections is the second
primary risk to USD/JPY but this risk feels further away than the imminent threat
related to Russia.



Risks for the EUR are more balanced now. The EUR could weaken more sharply
than expected if the Fed raises rates in larger increments and starts shrinking
their balance sheet sooner and faster than expected to bring policy back to
neutral sooner. The EUR could come under more selling pressure initially as well
if Russia launches a full on invasion the Ukraine with the aim to take control of
the whole country and restricts energy supply to Europe in retaliation for
sanctions. On the other hand, the EUR could strengthen more than expected if
the ECB outlines plans in March to end QE sooner than Q3 and talks up the
possibility of multiple rates hikes which would bring an end to negative rates in
Europe.



The main risks to our range bound view for USD/CNY in near term may include
stronger China exports and stronger than expected capital inflows, stronger than
expected easing policies including credit policies for real estate sector and
property purchases, to stabilize the downward economic pressure. One-sided
sizeable movement of US dollar could be another risk to this call in near term.
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European Credit
It has been a very difficult start to the year for all asset classes,
notably credit, as both spreads and rates have sold off. There has
been no shortage of topics of concern including inflation, Quantitative
Tightening, faster than expected rate hikes and geopolitical pressure
with Ukraine/Russia. Synthetic indices spiked wider over the first 6
weeks of the year with Main +22bps wider at 69bps and XO +98bps
wider at 340bps.
Rates sold off on the back of inflation concerns and likely need by the
Fed to hike rates more aggressively. The 10 Bund yield broke into
positive yield territory and is at 0.22% which is +40bps higher in six
weeks, likewise UST 10 year rose +41bps to 1.92%. The combination
of both these factors has led to sharply negative total returns for
credit in 2022.

DIFFICULT START TO THE YEAR
YTD all credit indices are in the red, with the naturally loner duration indices showing
the worst performance; Sterling and USD corporate indices saw the most pain with
the £ Corporate Index down -5.85% and $ IG Corporates down -4.72%.
Euro denominated senior indices out-performed subordinates with the € Financial
Index declining the least at -3.06% whilst the € Non-Financial Index came in at 3.59%; lower down the capital structure subordinate indices came off -4.34% for the
€ Non-Financial Subordinate Index and -3.73% for the € Financial Subordinate Index.
HY performance which bucked the trend with stellar returns in 2021 moved in line
with the rest of the market this year, £ HY was a relative outperformer -2.42%, € HY
came in at -3.22% and $ HY was down -3.96%.

TABLE 1: 2021 YTD TOTAL RETURN PERFORMANCE

Source: Bloomberg, ICE BofAML, MUFG
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YTD 2021 TOTAL RETURNS BY ASSET CLASS

Source: Bloomberg, ICE BofAML, MUFG
EUROPEAN CORPORATES
Eventful Start to 2022
Traditionally January is a constructive month for risk with a busy new issue calendar
as issuers rush to print before going into their blackout periods ahead of full year
results. Indeed, January 2022 saw new issue senior volumes ramp up relatively
rapidly before slowing as volatility rose and the results season kicked off.
We saw a little over €30bn print across corporate seniors and hybrids in January but
since then there has only been a handful of deals pricing as markets remain volatile.
In terms of sectors we saw a lot of activity from Utilities and Real Estate with both
sectors seeing multiple issuers tapping markets for one or more tranches. We expect
there to be more variety of deals printing when the market allows, with Real Estate
remaining a hotbed of activity (as issuers look to diversify away from bank funding)
and probably more hybrid issuance once conditions allow.
In terms of valuations we saw spreads drift wider, first there was a broader risk off
mode with duration underperforming, somewhat surprisingly higher beta didn’t
meaningfully underperform and while we saw some divergence of spreads among
sectors, airlines and auto names traded comparatively well compared to the wider
space. More recently we have seen shorter bonds underperform with front end bear
flattening, however swap spreads have also winded meaning that valuations on
swaps look relatively unappealing. It is probably fair to say that not only macro
stability but steep curves and new issue concessions will be needed to entice
investors back in.
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EURO CORPORATE SECTOR PERFORMANCE

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
Corporate Exposure to Russia
The Russia / Ukraine situation remains on the top of the agenda for most investors,
and while there are numerous potential ways the situation can play out we highlight
parallels that could be drawn with the annexation of Crimea in 2014 and we dive into
more specific exposures of European Corporates to the region. It’s worth noting that
numerous European corporates have exposures to Russia, including, Energy
companies, utilities and a host of consumer and retail groups including a number of
Automotive manufacturers, retailers such as a Auchan and Metro and a host of other
names.
The underlying point we take away is that the majority of the first and probably more
importantly secondary effects would be very significant in terms of commodity sales
and supply chain disruptions, but more positively very few European issuers have
significant exposures to the region, and most are immaterial in context of group
earnings and operations. Below we highlight a select few issuers with the biggest
exposures.
Nord Stream 1 & 2
Nord Stream 1, the operational pipeline is owned by Gazprom (51%), Wintershall
Dea (15.5%), E.ON (15.5%), Nederlandse Gasunie (9%) and ENGIE (9%). Nord
Stream 2 AG which is owned by Gazprom signed financing agreements for the
project with ENGIE, OMV, Shell, Uniper and Wintershall Dea. Both these projects
have a diverse base of shareholders and impacts of the pipline would not be material
to overall consolidated earnings of each of the shareholders.
Wintershall Dea
Wintershall Dea is Europe’s largest independent energy company. It is
headquartered in Germany and it is privately owned by BASF and LetterOne; the
latter is in turn is controlled by Russian Oligarch Mikhail Fridman. Its annual
production was 623kboed in 2020, of its reserves Russia accounted for the main
share at 61% of 2,155 mmboe of total reserves. The group has a 15.5% participation
in Nord Stream and has financial investments in Nord Stream 2.
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Fortum
Finish headquartered utility with geographical diversified operations. Finish
government owns 51%. Russian operations are principally made up of power
generation with an installed capacity of 9GW of the group’s total of 33.5GW of
generation capacity. In 2020 €394m of EBITDA and €251m profit in came from
Russia, this was 16% and 19% of the consolidated group’s results respectively.
BP
UK headquartered BP Plc benefits from divers operations as one of the largest public
integrated oil and gas companies globally. Its annual production is 3.5m boe/d of
which approximately 1.3m is related to its investment in Russia through its 19.75%
stake in Rosneft; this entity is equity accounted.
OMV
OMV is a medium-sized European energy group, headquartered in Vienna, Austria; it
is listed and the Austrian government holds a 31.5% stake. OMV is vertically
integrated with a skew to downstream operations. Its net production was 463kboed.
Its operations are focused on 15 countries including CEE, MEA, North Sea, Russia
and Asia Pacific, and 21% of OMV’s 2020 production was located in Russia.
Enel
Enel is a leading European and global utility, based in Italy it is vertically integrated
with significant renewable energy and network assets. Enel has a significant
business in Russia but in the context of the group it is relatively small; for 2020
Russian operating profit contribution was €119m or 7% of consolidated group profit of
€1,700m.
Carlsberg
Danish Carlsberg Breweries A/S is the world's third-largest brewer by volume, it has
a diversified portfolio of brands and distributes its products mostly across Europe and
Asia. The groups share of profits from Russia decreases of a number of years and in
2020 it represented about 11% of group profits.

Euro Corporate Valuations
Looking back to our December monthly publication, we said it was hard to feel bullish
on European credit, a lot has changed since then, and whilst the heavy tone of the
market continues it has meant that curves have steepened, spreads have widened
and all in yields have started to look attractive again. As illustrated in the chart in the
following page, credit spreads have backed up materially, and whilst not at the wides
of early 2016 or 2019 or the eye of COVID 19 they are starting to look appealing
again, especially when looking at spread to bunds. It is probably too early to get
constructive on the market but clearly entry levels are a lot more interesting,
especially in the shorter end of the market.
As we said before, there remains a trend of notable improvements in corporate credit
fundamentals, with supply chain issues expected to clear up, and on the whole the
corporates that have reported full year 2021 results have been positive with big beats
in places like the energy majors. We are gravitating towards a late cycle situation but
for now we are more constructive on the fundamental picture.
In summary, we continue to think that ECB’s exit from QE should be manageable
and given how well it has been flagged it shouldn’t surprise market participants;
however the year will be all about managing volatility, steeper credit curves and
absolute valuations are more compelling, and we continue to prefer shorter duration
bonds or where we are confident on the credit story specific points further out the
curve were cash prices are trading a decent discount to par.
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SENIOR AND SUBORDINATE CORPORATE SPREADS

Source: iBoxx. MUFG
EUROPEAN BANKS
European banks, fundamentally still improving but credit hitting technical and
valuation hurdles
As outlined in past months we keep a constructive stance on European banks credit
based on our constructive view on the sector and individual banks’ fundamentals, the
resilient balance sheets and the continued economic recovery post the Covid
lockdowns. The overall resilience of the banks gives comfort around any potential
setbacks on the Covid recovery path. However, from a technical perspective the
tables have turned to some extent as the tenacious inflation has pushed the central
banks to more hawkish stances. The ECB is considering whether to make an earlier
than expected rate hike before the end of 2022, which would also mean a more
decisive stance on speed of tapering. This said, everything is very much data
dependent and there is high uncertainty around future moves by the ECB.
This inflation and rates uncertainty is further compounded by the geopolitical risks in
Russia and Ukraine. Despite a significant YTD adjustment in Euro yields of European
banks credit there is still further potential for risk aversion depending on the fallout
from the events in that region. Further below we give a detailed picture of the main
exposures of European banks to the area.
The chart here below sums up quite neatly how the shift in rates expectations have
had a positive impact on banks equity whilst having a negative impact on the credit
total returns. The economic rebound in Europe and beyond have given raise to
soaring inflation, which in turn has been feeding through to rate hikes expectations
and accelerated decreases in quantitative easing of the ECB. This leads to higher
revenue expectations for the banks and feeds equity valuations. On the credit side
the main driver is the impact from lower quantitative easing and the strong surge in
asset swap levels as well as asset swap spreads versus the bund.
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EUROPEAN BANKS EQUITY TOTAL RETURN VERSUS CREDIT
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Source: Markit, MUFG
We’ve pointed out that in recent years that the main trend for European banks has
seen strengthening balance sheet but underwhelming profitability. The high
regulatory costs as well as stringent capital requirements and competition from nonbank fintechs profitability will remain challenging but the outlook has improved now.
Balance sheet strength is strong, with significant capital buffers.
There is still massive funding support from the Central Banks and the ECB in
particular through the Long Term Refinancing Operations (TLTRO III) which has now
peaked at EUR2.2trn. TLTRO III had 10 operations done every 3 months since 14
August 2019 at which point the outstanding was close to EUR700bn, only when the
pandemic hit, did the amounts shoot up to over EUR2.2trn.
First maturities of TLTRO III are end Sep 2022 (followed by redemptions quarterly)
but more significant redemptions will only start in 2023, we expect the ECB to
smoothen this out to avoid cliff edges. We don’t expect major consequences from
this in 2022 in terms of funding or issuance for the European banks as bank deposits
with the ECB are also at record high levels, around EUR800bn.

Russia and Ukraine exposures
As far as European banks are concerned, we see the impact as quite limited. There
is a limited amount of banks with visible Russia exposure, Raiffaisen Bank
International, Societe Generale and Unicredit. More detail on these banks’ exposure
here below.
Hence, in terms of market reaction even in the worst case scenario we would see a
moderate index reaction for the banks index (see our expected the numbers above),
both senior and sub but the most exposed banks could see an initial kneejerk
widening of up to double the expected index moves.
Russia exposures in detail:
These are the banks with the more significant exposures to Russia. Even RBI, which
has the largest relative exposure to Russia (as a % of balance sheet) seems to be in
the position to be able to manage sanction driven headwinds from Russia.


RBI (Raiffaisen Bank International) Russia and Ukraine exposure:

RBI has EUR2.4bn and EUR0.32bn of equity and other capital in Russia and Ukraine
respectively. This amounts altogether to around 20% of consolidated group equity.
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RBI reported a total CET1 capital of EUR11.8bn and RWAs of 90bn at end 21. This
leaves the CET1 at 13.1%.
There is no parent funding from Vienna to Russia and Ukraine and the cross border
exposure is quite limited at EUR1.8bn.
Russia is a very profitable business for RBI with an RoE above 20% p.a. Since
2014. The overall balance sheet in Russia is EUR22.8bn of which EUR11.6bn in
loans (Loan/Deposit ratio is 79%).
If RBI were to lose all its Russia and Ukraine capital (no remaining goodwill we
understand), the CET1 ratio drop would be limited (100bp) to 12.1% given the high
RWA decline that this would entail. If we were to add the full loss of EUR1.8bn of
cross border exposure of the group towards Russia and Ukraine (mostly through the
Corporate Banking Division) the drop would be more severe (albeit very unlikely to
materialise), 340bp in total bringing the group CET1 ratio to 9.7%.
Whilst this is the biggest relative exposure of any of the European banks' to Russia
and Ukraine it should fall within the means of RBI to manage it. The fall out of the
most severe sanctions would definitely be a hit to RBI nevertheless.
In 2021 the RBI group made EUR1.5bn up 65% from 2020, with an RoE of 10.6%



Societe Generale Russia exposure:

Societe Generale (SocGen) has EUR10.4bn loans outstanding in Russia against
EUR11.6bn of deposits, The bank is mostly a retail bank with a majority of loans in
mortgages. There is also a corporate loan book of which the bulk is exposure to
manufacturing, engineering, trade, oil and gas and metallurgy. These add up to close
to 25% of the total loan book. Mortgages are close to 65% of the total loan book. We
would regard this as a quite defensive set up.
The allocated capital is EUR1.021bn but they carry the Russian subsidiary at
EUR3.1bn in book value, not including translation reserves of EUR -1.0bn, already
deducted from Group Equity
There is EUR500m in intra-group funding in the form of a subordinated loan from
SocGen Group to SG Russia.
So in total the balance sheet commitment to Russia is EUR3.6bn, which is the
maximum loss they can have if they walked away.
Putting this into context SocGen has CET1 capital of EUR49bn and RWAs of
EUR363. The SG Russia RWAs are around EUR10.6bn.
Socgen makes net profits around EUR5bn in 2021, which is more than the whole of
the Russian exposure. In terms of pure impact on capital a total write off of the
Russian business would have an impact in the 60-70bps on the Group CET1 ratio
which at end 3Q21 stood at 13.4%. In other words the Group CET1 ratio would end
up in the 12.6-12.8% range, which is not great for the shareholders but certainly very
manageable from a credit point of view.


Unicredit Russia exposure:

AO Unicredit, which is Unicredit's Russian subsidiary, contributes around 4-5% to
Unicredit group profits. Russia has been a positive contributor to group profits since
2007 despite past sanctions rounds.
Management was asked in the call on the impact of Russia being cut off from SWIFT
international payments system. The CFO said not much:
"at this juncture, we feel that the measures on SWIFT may have been put on hold.
Given the impact on the global payment systems we are constantly evaluating and
reviewing mitigating action trying to anticipate what the sanctions could be and how
those sanctions would treat different banks and different players"
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The Russian balance sheet is around EUR13bn out of a group total of EUR948bn of
Unicredit total assets.
The AO Unicredit accounts report a total equity of EUR2.4bn equivalent against the
consolidated Uncicredit book value of equity of EUR55bn and its 16.14% CET1 ratio.
We understand that all the goodwill on the Russian bank has already been written
down and there is no further information on any intragroup funding. The Unicredit
Bank AO entity has no recourse to the parent.

Valuation
The European banks sector saw widening and de-compressing in recent weeks, and
our expected re-deployment of the cash build up of late 2021 didn’t continue beyond
the first few weeks of 2022. A more hawkish ECB stance (albeit still uncertain), along
with the risk of a war in the Ukraine, led to a significantly more defensive market
stance on the credit product.
Asset swap levels jumped up significantly in Euro. I.e. the 5 Year Swap moved from
around zero at the beginning of the year to 67bp today, and this was at around -40bp
in August last year. This has lifted large swathes of the euro IG credit spectrum into
positive yields. And with ECB deposit rates still at -50bp we believe that the shorter
end yields are now reaching a level where the carry justifies long positions, despite
the optically tight spread levels over asset swaps. The latter is due to the widening of
the spread of EUR ASW over the bund. Also cash prices have seen material drops
given the high proportion of very low coupon bonds in the index.
Nevertheless we expect in the coming weeks still significant uncertainty and volatility
depending on the geopolitics (Russian invasion in Ukraine?) with as main near term
catalysts the next inflation numbers in the Eurozone and the next ECB meeting. We
prefer the 2-4 year part of the credit curve as the downside on price is also more
limited than in the longer end. It is worth to focus on the lower beta paper and lower
beta issuers which have now cheapened up and that should present less further
downside.
In case the ECB hawkishness were to be further supported by even stronger inflation
numbers, we think that the bulk of the downside should be in the belly of the curve as
the longer term economic outlook is unlikely to improve. Also, the 4-year-plus part of
the curve is likely more sensitive to the optically tight spreads (despite the higher
yields) than the more yield focussed corporate and banks’ treasury desks who focus
on the shorter end of the curve.
That said, with ETF outflows at significant levels (the main EUR corporate indices
have seen outflows of up to 10% in the last month), there is still potential pressure on
the whole of the curve. On the other hand, if inflation turns out to be tamer than
currently thought the whole credit space will look more attractive and performance
may even temporarily improve.
Over the longer term we see also some potential pressure coming from the USD
cross currency swapped Euro bank credit as the risk of further outflows from USD
credit, in what is potentially a quicker re-adjustment to a less expansive monetary
approach by the FED.
Finally we think that T2 has held in better than senior bail-in, especially in USD as
there is a bigger pool of more yield sensitive insurance investors across the whole
curve, including the longer end. At this point the T2 still look too compressed in
spread over ASW and therefore less attractive.
The charts on the following page show how the Sub-Senior de-compression is more
visible in EUR than in USD, both on an absolute spread widening as in multiple. The
bottom charts show how the bulk of the yield pick-up in credit has been driven by
underlying rates. In terms of spread over ASW we are still at historically relatively
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tight levels. We believe that with the ECB tapering, and with TLTRO take-up now at a
peak there the spreads remain vulnerable.

BANKS EUR AND USD SUB-SENIOR SPREAD DIFFERENTIALS AND MULTIPLES

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
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EURO AND USD BANKS SPREAD SUBORDINATED AND SENIOR YIELDS AND ASW SPREAD

Source: iBoxx. Bloomberg, MUFG
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